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Compass
Guaranteed MOA accuracy

5R rifled match-grade barrel, 22" (standard calibres),  
24" (magnum calibres)

Free floated barrel for outstanding accuracy

Aluminium pillar bedding with a bedding system that positively 
locates the receiver

Three-lug bolt with 60° lift provides good scope clearance and 
a smooth, easy cycling action

User-adjustable precision trigger

Detachable 5-shot rotary magazine fits flush with the stock 
(5-shot + 1 in standard calibres, 4-shot + 1 in magnum calibres)

Ergonomic, lightweight stock combines a classic look with 
modern contours and textured grip panels

3-position safety with bolt lock

Threaded muzzle with thread protector

Factory installed scope bases (scope & rings sold separately)

Weight: 7¼lbs (standard calibres) 7½lbs (magnum calibres)

Calibres: .204, .223, .22-250, 6.5 Creedmoor, 7mm-08, .243, 
.308, .270, .30-06, 7mm RM, .300WM

THREADED MUZZLE  
W/THREAD PROTECTOR

Threaded Muzzle for Compatible 
Compensators & Muzzle breaks.
5 ⁄8 - 24 UNEF for .243 & larger

½ - 28 UNEF for .204, .223 & .22-250

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
Crisp, single stage trigger, user-adjustable 
for weight of pull and minimum 
over-travel.

FLUSH FIT ROTARY 
MAGAZINE

The detachable, compact rotary 
magazine fits flush with the stock for 
easy carrying and no snags. The low-
maintenance polymer magazine provides 
smooth feeding in a rust-proof, durable 
package. 5-shot capacity in standard 
calibres and 4-shot in magnum calibres.

3-POSITION SAFETY
Provides visible and tactile feedback as 
to position of the safety. Provides locked, 
load/unload and fire positions.

3-LUG BOLT DESIGN
Simple, rugged design lends itself to years 
of reliable service and top-notch accuracy 
and reliability.

MAXIMUM SCOPE 
CLEARANCE

The 60 degree bolt lift provided by 
the 3-lug bolt design gives the shooter 
maximum clearance between the bolt 
handle and a mounted scope - for fast 
cycling.

RIFLES

The feature-rich hunting rifle 
that’s easy on the wallet!

T/C’s match grade barrels with 5R rifling deliver guaranteed Minute 
of Angle (MOA) accuracy... 1 inch (3 shot) groups at 100 yards with 
premium ammunition.

5R rifling’s unique design provides benefits to the shooter by causing 
less bullet deformation. The edges of each land do not cut into and 
deform the bullet jacket. When the bullet jacket is less deformed, there 
will be less jacket fouling in the grooves. This results in accuracy from 
shot to shot, greater bullet stability over multiple shots, and ultimately, 
a rifle that’s easier to clean thoroughly.

The American-made T/C Compass is backed by the famous T/C Limited 
Lifetime Warranty, protecting your investment for a lifetime of hunts.

The T/C Compass is proudly made in the USA!

6.5 Creedmoor
Designed by Hornady, it’s the first 
production cartridge ever developed 
from the ground up to be a true match 
winner. Intended as a means to give 
demanding target shooters a factory-
loaded cartridge that would allow them 
to take on the traditional rounds at 
the highest levels of competition. With 
a pedigree firmly rooted in precision 
shooting, the 6.5 Creedmoor is now 
making its way into the hunting world. 
With light recoil, superior long-range 
accuracy and terminal ballistics, it 
is both easy to shoot well and very 
effective in the field. It’s the perfect 
choice for most big game hunters.
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Venture Compact
Free floated 20" match-grade barrel

Composite stock with Hogue over-moulded 
rubber grip panels

Removable 1" stock spacer

Weight: 6¾lbs

Calibres: .223, .22-250, 7mm-08, .243, .308

Single-shot rifle or pistol with interchangeable barrel system

Simply change barrels by removing 2 screws and 1 pin

Rifle: 20" & 28" stainless fluted barrels with black or camo 
synthetic stock

Pistol: 12" & 15" blued or stainless barrels & black synthetic grip

Weight: 7¾lbs (rifle), from 4¼lbs (pistol)

Rifle calibres: from .204 to .500 S&W, 20ga, 12ga, 209x50

Pistol calibres: from .204 to .460 S&W

Encore Pro Hunter

G2 Contender
Single-shot rifle or pistol with interchangeable barrel system

Simply change barrels by removing 2 screws and 1 pin

Rifle: 23" blued barrel & walnut stock or stainless barrel & 
black synthetic stock

Pistol: 12" & 14" blued barrels & walnut grip or stainless barrels 
& black synthetic grip

Weight: 5¼lbs (rifle), from 3½lbs (pistol)

Rifle calibres: from .17HMR to 30-30

Pistol calibres: from .17HMR to .45/70 Govt

Shared specs on all 
Venture models:
Aluminium pillar bedding

Adjustable precision trigger

60° bolt lift

Factory installed scope bases

3-shot box magazine

RIFLES

Long Range Rifle
5R rifled fluted barrel, 20" (.308),  
24" (6.5 Creedmoor), 26" (.243)

20 MOA Picatinny-style rail

Flat Dark Earth (FDE) or black finish

Adjustable cheek piece and butt plate, 
with built-in Magpul M-LOK slots

Threaded barrel with muzzle break

Performance Center trigger adjustable 
from 2½ - 3½lbs

Weight: 11lbs (.308), 11½lbs (6.5 
Creedmoor), 12lbs (.243)

Calibres: .243, .308, 6.5 Creedmoor

Includes: detachable 10-shot magazine, 
Caldwell bipod and soft gun case

Dimension
The Dimension is a bolt-action platform you 
build on, season after season

Start with one complete rifle, then add barrels 
and other components to shoot more calibres

No gunsmithing required

Free floated match-grade barrel, 22" (medium 
action), 24" (long action)

Aluminium pillar bedding

Adjustable precision trigger

3-lug fluted bolt with 60° lift

Factory installed scope bases

3-shot box magazine

Composite stock with Armorsoft grip panels

Weight: 7lbs

Calibres: .204, .223, .22-250, .308 (medium 
action), .270, .30-06 (long action)

Venture Predator
Free floated 22" fluted match-grade barrel

Realtree MAX-1 Camo composite stock 
with Hogue over-moulded rubber grip 
panels

Weight: 6¾lbs

Calibres: .204, .223, .308

Optional accessories include: 
T/C 3-12x40 Realtree MAX-1 
Camo scope & rings

Venture Weather Shield
Weather Shield finish - 50x more 
corrosion resistant than stainless steel

Free floated match-grade barrel, 22" 
(medium action), 24" (long action)

Composite stock with Hogue over-
moulded rubber grip panels

Weight: 7lbs

Calibres: .223, .22-250, .308, 6.5 
Creedmoor, 7mm-08 (medium 
action), .270, .30-06, 7mm RM, 
.300 WM (long action)

NEW
for 2019

NEW
for 2019
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LGU Master Pro

LGU Varmint

AIR RIFLES

.177 or .22 calibre

Velocity: up to 985 f/s (.177), 625 f/s (.22)

Break barrel spring-powered air rifle

XT trigger with adjustable first stage travel

Automatic trigger safety

All-weather synthetic thumbhole stock with raised cheek piece

Weight: 3.5kg

Optional accessories include: Walther 6x42 scope & rings

Century Varmint

Reign
This compressed air rifle is a real eye-catcher. The short bull-pup 
construction alone makes it stand out from the crowd. But when you 
hold the Walther Reign in your hands, its real uniqueness reveals itself: 
First of all, the light weight impresses. The high quality components 
made of high-strength aluminium are immediately noticeable. The 
rifle’s surface has a masterful grip texture in all the right places. 
When you pull it into your shoulder it becomes one with your body. 
Its operation is so smooth and comfortable that you can locate and 
operate the cocking lever without losing sight of the target - whether 
you’re left-handed or right-handed. Light, short and easy to handle, 
the Walther Reign is ideal for target shooting. Its technology, style 
and precision are so convincing it’s no surprise the first bull-pup rifle 
developed and built by Umarex is Made in Germany.

.22 or .25 compressed air rifle

Energy: < 60 joules (.22) or < 70 joules (.25)

Magazine capacity: 10-shot (.22) or 9-shot (.25)

Length: 787mm

Weight: 2.5kg

.177 or .22 calibre

Velocity: up to 970 f/s (.177), 625 f/s (.22)

Underlever spring-powered air rifle

Adjustable match trigger (first stage travel and 
trigger weight)

Automatic trigger safety

Innovative Super Silent Technology for smooth firing

Vibration Reduction System for increased accuracy

LGU
All-weather synthetic thumbhole stock with 
HI-GRIP finish on grip and fore-end (LGU 
Varmint)

Sporting beech stock with Monte Carlo cheek 
piece and chequered grip (LGU Master Pro)

11mm dovetail for scope mounts

Weight: 4.3kg

Optional accessories include: Walther 6x42 
scope & rings
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1250 Dominator FT
.177 or .22 calibre, PCP air rifle

Bolt-action repeater with 2 x 8-shot magazines

Velocity: up to 1250 f/s (.177), 985 f/s (.22)

Refillable 300/200 bar compressed air cylinder  
with volume gauge

All-weather ambidextrous stock

Includes: Walther 8-32x56 scope & rings, bipod, compensator, filling adaptor, cased

Weight: 5.6kg

Rotex RM8
.177 or .22 calibre

Velocity: up to 1000 f/s (.177), 850 
f/s (.22)

230 bar compressed air cylinder

All-weather synthetic thumbhole 
stock with HI-GRIP finish on grip 
and fore-end (Rotex RM8 Varmint)

Minelli stock with checkered grip 
(Rotex RM8)

Weight: 3.8kg (Rotex RM8 Varmint 
without scope), 3.6kg (Rotex RM8 
without scope)

Maximathor
.22 calibre

Velocity: up to 1180 f/s, 60 joules

200 bar compressed air cylinder

All-weather synthetic thumbhole 
stock with HI-GRIP finish on grip 
and fore-end (Maximathor Varmint)

Minelli stock with checkered grip 
(Maximathor)

Weight: 4.25kg (without scope)

AIR RIFLES

AIR RIFLES

Maximathor Varmint

Rotex RM8 Varmint

Maximathor

Rotex RM8

Shared specs on Maximathor 
& Rotex models:
PCP (Pre-charged pneumatic) air rifle

Bolt-action repeater with 8-shot rotary metal magazine

Lothar Walther barrel with barrel weight & ½" UNF thread

Quick-fill compressed air cylinder with volume gauge

Optional accessories include: Walther 6x42 scope & rings, Filling tube

850 M2
.177 or .22 CO2 powered air rifle

Bolt-action repeater with 2 x 8-shot 
magazines

Velocity: up to 820 f/s (.177), 660 f/s (.22)

Removable additional high cheek piece 
for shooting with rifle scope

Threaded barrel with ½"-20 UNF

Three Picatinny rails on the removable 
fore-end cap for attachment of accessories

Includes: 2 x 88g Umarex premium CO2 
cartridges

Weight: 3.06kg

Optional accessories include: Walther 
6x42 scope & rings
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Gold Cup
Target front sight and adjustable rear sight

Extended beavertail grip safety

Elongated hammer

Weight: 940g

Fixed sights

Spur hammer

Weight: 930g

Government

White dot carry front and rear sight

MIL-STD Picatinny rail

Front and rear slide serrations

Extended beavertail grip safety

Elongated hammer

Weight: 950g

Optional accessories include: Walther 
Red Dot Top Point sight, Bridge mount

Rail Gun

Shared specs on 

             .22 models:
.22 LR semi-auto

CNC machined high-grade aluminium slide

Barrel length: 127mm (5")

Blued finish with rubber grips (except FDE 
Gold Cup)

Includes: 1 x 10-round magazine

Made exclusively under licence by  

                                   in Germany

HANDGUNS

FDE Gold Cup
FLAT Dark Earth finish with rubber grips

Target front sight and adjustable rear sight

Extended beavertail grip safety

Elongated hammer

Weight: 940g

PPQ Q5 Match 
SF Champion
Trigger pull = approx. 2500g

Blue trigger blade and blue AFC-coated trigger bar

Adjustable sear engagement for “crisp” trigger 
break

Low-profile magwell and aluminium mag extensions

Dimensions (L/H/W): 220mm / 137mm / 39mm

Weight: 1200g

Shared specs on 
PPQ Q5 SF models:
9mm semi-auto

Steel frame

Very short trigger travel & reset path

Ambidextrous slide stop lever

Left side magazine release, reversible 
to right

Front and rear slide serrations

Tenifer-coated & corrosion resistant 
carbon steel slide and barrel

Steel recoil guide rod

Full-length Picatinny dust cover 
shows that it’s ready for serious 
competition

Anti-friction coating for magazines

LPA click adjustable metal rear sight 
& red fibre optic front sight

Optics ready - supplied with three 
interchangeable adaptor plates for 
red-dot sights from Trijicon, Leupold 
and Docter/Meopta (Optic sold 
separately)

Includes: 3 x 10-shot magazines, 
cased

Barrel length: 127mm

Optional accessories include: 
Walther PPQ paddle holster, holster 
belt adapter, double magazine pouch, 
PPQ knives

HANDGUNS

PPQ Q5 Match SF
Trigger pull = approx. 2500g

Blue trigger blade and blue AFC-coated trigger bar

Dimensions (L/H/W): 220mm / 137mm / 36mm

Weight: 1160g

PPQ Q5 Match  
SF Expert
Trigger pull = approx. 2000g

Hand-adjusted trigger

Aluminium trigger shoe in size M-Flat, additional 
M-Curved aluminium trigger shoe included

Low-profile magwell and aluminium mag extensions

Dimensions (L/H/W): 220mm / 137mm / 39mm

Weight: 1200g
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PPQ M2 9mm
Polymer 3-dot sights

Includes: 2 x 10-shot magazines, cased

Barrel length: 127mm

Dimensions (L/H/W): 206mm / 135mm / 34mm

Weight: 740g

PPQ Q5 Match
Adjustable trigger, extra heavy tungsten recoil 
guide rod (PPQ Q5 Match Champion only)

LPA click adjustable metal rear sight & red fibre 
optic front sight

Optics ready - supplied with three interchangeable 
adaptor plates for red-dot sights from Trijicon, 
Leupold and Docter/Meopta (Optic sold separately)

Blue trigger blade and blue AFC-coated trigger bar 
provides a better trigger characteristic

Includes: 3 x 10-shot magazines, cased

Barrel length: 127mm

Dimensions (L/H/W): 206mm / 135mm / 34mm

Weight: 775g

Shared specs on 
PPQ 9mm models:
9mm semi-auto

Very short trigger travel & reset path

Trigger pull = approx. 2500g

Ambidextrous slide stop lever

Left side magazine release, reversible to right

Front and rear slide serrations

Non-slip grip with interchangeable backstraps

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail

High-strength polymer frame

Tenifer-coated & corrosion resistant carbon 
steel slide and barrel

Anti-friction coating for magazines

Optional accessories include: Walther PPQ 
paddle holster, holster belt adapter, double 
magazine pouch, PPQ knives

PPQ Q5 Match 
Champion

PPQ Q5 Match

HANDGUNS

PPQ M2 .22
.22 LR semi-auto

Very short trigger travel & reset path

Trigger pull = approx. 2200g

Ambidextrous slide stop lever

Left side magazine release, reversible to right

Front and rear slide serrations

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail

Red fibre optic front sight

Adjustable rear sight

High-strength polymer frame

Includes: 2 x 10-shot magazines, cased

Available in black or FLAT Dark Earth finish

Barrel length: 127mm

Dimensions (L/H/W): 206mm / 135mm / 34mm

Weight: 640g

P22QD Target
.22 LR semi-auto

Ambidextrous safety & magazine release

Front and rear slide serrations

Non-slip grip with interchangeable backstraps

Weaver accessory rail

Adjustable rear sight, interchangeable 3-dot 
front sight

Includes: 2 x 10-shot magazines, cased

Available in black or nickel finish

Barrel length: 127mm

Dimensions (L/H/W): 200mm / 114mm / 28mm

Weight: 580g

HANDGUNS

PPQ Q5 Match 
Combo
9mm semi-auto

Phosphorescent steel sights

Mounted Shield RMSc Red Dot mini sight, 
cover plate (when used without Red Dot)

Black anti-friction coated trigger bar

Includes: 3 x 10-shot magazines, cased

Tungsten Grey frame

Barrel length: 127mm

Dimensions (L/H/W): 206mm / 137mm / 34mm
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LP500 Competition
Carbon air cylinder 200 bar

Silver barrel

Fully adjustable trigger: Electronic or Mechanical

3D Memory walnut adjustable grip

Weight: 910g

AIR PISTOLS

Shared specs on 
LP500 models:
.177 single-shot compressed 
air pistol

Aluminium barrel jacket

Includes: Filling adaptor, 
tools, cased

Barrel length: 221mm

GSP Expert
.22 LR or .32 S&W semi-auto

World Championship medal winner

World’s most popular target pistol  
– over 100,000 units sold

Improved barrel geometry

Newly developed recoil absorber

Adjustable sights

Fully adjustable trigger

Laminated adjustable “Caribbean 
Waves” grip

Includes: 2 x 5-round magazines, tools, 
cased

Barrel length: 115mm (.22), 107mm (.32)

Weight: 1200g (.22), 1280g (.32)

.22 LR semi-auto

Olympic and World Cup medal winner

Reduced recoil with pneumatic 
dampening system

Hammerless linear system reduces 
movement

Turnable front sight and adjustable 
rear sight

Fully adjustable trigger: Electronic 
(SSP-E) or Mechanical (SSP)

SSP
Rechargeable via mini-USB, 6000 
rounds per full battery (SSP-E)

Adjustable grip: 3D walnut 
(SSP-E), 3D Protouch or “Green 
Pepper” (SSP)

Includes: 2 x 5-round magazines, 
tools, cased

Barrel length: 153mm

Weight: 970g

SSP-E

SSP

GSP .22

GSP .32

TARGET PISTOLS

FP500 Free Pistol
.22 LR single-shot

Set trigger with dry fire mechanism

Equipped with weights and individually 
adjustable stabilizers

Falling block makes it comfortable to open

Sights can be altered laterally and in height 
and length by hand

Rear sight notch adjustable in height 
and depth

Integral front sight in three widths

Adjustable grip

Includes: plastic case with cleaning kit

Barrel length: 290mm

Weight: 1120g

LP500 Expert
Carbon air cylinder 200 bar 

Gold barrel with gas ports

Fully adjustable trigger: Electronic or Mechanical

3D Memory walnut adjustable grip

Weight: 910g

LP500 Finest 
Craftsmanship
Carbon air cylinder 200 bar

Gold barrel with gas ports

Fully adjustable trigger: Electronic

5D Protouch adjustable grip

Weight: 930g

LP500 Economy
Silver barrel

Fully adjustable trigger: Mechanical

Universal ‘All-in-one’ left & right adjustable grip

Weight: 845g
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KK300 Blacktec
.22 LR single-shot small-bore rifle

Ambidextrous aluminium stock with T-slot rail 
and wide range of settings

Adjustable match trigger

Adjustable Sinus butt plate, variable stock 
length, cheek piece height and fore-end height

Basic match rear sight and standard fore sight

Cased with tools and accessories

Weight: 5kg

TARGET RIFLES

LG400-E Anatomic Expert

LG400-M Alutec Expert

LG400 Alutec Competition

KK500-E Expert

KK500-M Anatomic

KK500
.22 LR single-shot small-bore rifle

World Cup medal winner

Bolt handle and cartridge ejection can be switched without tools for right- 
or left-handed operation

Short bolt and breech permit easy reloading from the firing position

Aluminium stock or anatomic laminated wooden stock with wide range of 
settings, in “Blue Angel” or “Green Pepper” finish

Ball-bearing-mounted Expert match trigger, either Electronic or Mechanical

High-precision match barrel made of alloy steel with long lifespan

Slim all-in-one cheek piece with two different contact surfaces

3D laminated grip & infinitely adjustable fore-end elevation

MEC hand stop & Expert hook butt plate

Parallel linkage for adjustment of butt stock cast (Expert only)

Insight/Out rear sight and Centra Score fore sight

Centra Block Club sight elevation - height and laterally adjustable

Cased with tools and accessories

Weight: 6kg

LG400
.177 single-shot, 300/200 bar compressed air rifle

Carbon fibre barrel jacket

Aluminium stock or anatomic laminated wooden 
stock with wide range of settings, in “Blue Angel”, 
“Green Pepper” or black finish

MEC butt plate (Anatomic Expert, Alutec Expert, 
Competition), Sinus butt plate (Economy, Blacktec)

Ergonomically shaped loading lever can be placed 
on the left-hand or right-hand side

Wide breech with loading status indicator

Optimised air flow ensures short shot 
development time

Insight/Out rear sight and Centra Score 
fore sight (Anatomic Expert, Alutec Expert)

Sport match rear sight and Centra Score 
fore sight (Competition)

Basic match diopter and Walther Basic fore 
sight holder (Economy, Blacktec)

Pressure reducer with Quickclean air filter

Electronic (Anatomic & Alutec Expert only) 
or Mechanical trigger

Stock with T-slot rail

Vario adjustable trigger with dry-fire mode, 
tools, cased

Weight: 4kg (Blacktec), 4.1kg (Anatomic 
Expert), 4.2kg (Competition), 4.3kg (Alutec 
Expert), 4.4kg (Economy) X-esse Sport

X-esse IPSC

X-esse Standard

AP20 Pro

.177 single-shot, 300/200 bar compressed air rifle

Ambidextrous stock with T-slot rail and wide 
range of settings

Adjustable butt plate, variable stock length,  
cheek piece height and fore-end height

Basic match rear sight and standard fore sight

Weight: 3.9kg

AR20 Pro

AP20
.177 single-shot compressed air pistol

Fitted with a compensator to reduce recoil

Turnable front sight and adjustable rear sight

Fully adjustable trigger with dry-fire mode

Loading lever can be mounted either right or left side

200 bar cylinder can be mounted vertically or 
horizontally to allow change of centre of gravity 
(AP20)

200 bar Slimline cylinder with pressure gauge (AP20 
Pro)

Adjustable grip: Universal ‘All-in-one’ left & right 
(AP20), 3D Memory walnut (AP20 Pro)

Includes: six different coloured barrel jackets that 
can be readily swapped, tools, filling adaptor, cased

Barrel length: 250mm

Weight: 870g (AP20), 980g (AP20 Pro)

AP20

.22 LR semi-auto

Competition ready

Adjustable trigger 1000g to 1360g (Sport & 
IPSC only)

Adjustable rear sight

Turnable front sight (Sport & IPSC only)

Broad safety catch offset by 45° (IPSC only)

11mm rail for scope mounts

Adjustable grip (Sport), ambidextrous grip 
(IPSC & Standard)

Includes: 2 x 10-round magazines, cased

Barrel length: 150mm

Weight: 1040g (Sport), 880g (IPSC & 
Standard)

X-esse

TARGET PISTOLS

TARGET RIFLES
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Optional accessories include:

Optional accessories include:

K1 with accessories

K5 with yellow filter

K1 glasses
For both pistol and rifle shooting

Height-adjustable nose piece

37mm lens holder

Designed by optician and German shooting champion Bruno Knobloch

Dramatically improve sight picture when fitted with corrective lens

Made of ruthenium coated Nickel silver, high-grade steel, silicon, 
thermoplast

Adjusting slide allows for perfect alignment of lens holder

Curlside ends are silicon covered for better comfort

Spring hinge sides

Includes: allen key, cased

K5 glasses
For shotgun and pistol shooting

Height adjustable nose piece ensures the frames do not  
come into contact with the shotgun

Different filters are available and can be swapped quickly  
to suit changing light conditions

Supplied with blank lens, corrective lens can be fitted by optician

Made of Nickel silver, high-grade steel, silicon, PVC

Curlside ends are silicon covered for better comfort

Spring hinge sides

Includes: cased

Official supplier to the 
German Shooting Team.

Logo only for Walther products
„Made in Germany“

Logo for all other products 
„Made in Germany“

Logo only for Walther products
„Made in Germany“

Logo for all other products 
„Made in Germany“

G e r m a n y G e r m a n y

MADE IN
GERIcon for all products 

„Made in Germany“

Cover disc with 
side protector
Cover disc for non-aiming eye 
with moveable side protector

Transparent or black

Centering device
Clips onto the lens

Lens is precisely centered as 
soon as the sight picture shows 
a perfectly round target bull

Device is then removed

Filter and clip-on-holder
Attaches to the lens holder and are designed to 
suit a variety of light conditions

Available in yellow, orange 35% orange 55%, red, 
brown, grey/green, grey, amethyst, polarized

Iris shutter
Clips on lens holder

Sharpens sight picture

Cover disc
For non-aiming eye

White, transparent 
or black

K5 clip-on filters
Available in yellow, orange, 
red, brown, green, grey, 
amethyst, polarized

SHOOTING GLASSES LIGHTS

PL60

PL60RSPL60
PL60 (Light only)

PL60RS (Includes: remote switch and universal mount)

IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m (with end cap)

IPX 4 water-resistant rating (with remote switch)

140mm length, 85g

SL40
108mm length, 67g

SL65
135mm length, 81g

SL66r
Includes: rechargeable battery, 
chargers (USB, car, socket)

IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m

140mm length, 85g

PL55r
Includes: rechargeable battery,  
USB charging cable (allows recharge 
without removing battery)

117mm length, 65g

NL10
Nichia LED

Perfect fit for your bunch of keys

36mm length, 4.8g

NL20
Nichia LED

Perfect fit for your bunch of keys

45mm length, 8.7g
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LIGHTS

PL80
134mm length, 161g

PL70r
Includes: rechargeable battery, 
chargers (USB, car, socket)

143mm length, 142g

PL75mc
360° rotating head for quick switch 
between white, red, green and blue LED

145mm length, 173g

Shared specs on SL, 
PL, XL & HL models:
Cree LED

Anti-reflex aircraft aluminium body

One-handed adjustable focus

Three Light Output settings -  
100%, 40%, 10% + strobe

Multi Battery System allows for a  
variety of battery types (except  
PL55r, & all XL)

Time Control System increases  
run time

Temperature Protection System  
protects components

IPX 4 water-resistant rating*

Includes: batteries, replacement seals,  
pouch (all SL & PL, except PL60RS),  
case (all XL & GL1500r only)

Made and tested according to ANSI FL1 
(American National Standards Institute)

*Except where indicated

HL31r
Battery compartment at front eliminates excess cables

Up to 90° tipping angle

Washable headband, 175g

Includes: rechargeable battery, chargers (USB, car, socket) HL17
Battery compartment at front 
eliminates excess cables

Up to 90° tipping angle

Washable headband, 175g

XL1000
Includes: belt loop, cased

325mm length, 510g

XL3000
Includes: shoulder carry 
strap, fastening rings, cased

400mm length, 860g

Colour Filter Set (Set of 4)
Colours: red, blue, green and yellow

Suitable for PL70r, PL75mc (already integrated), PL80

Anti-Roll Protection Set 
(Set of 3)
Prevents pocket light rolling away when set 
down on a table, rock or car roof

Colours: black, blue, night-glow (phosphor)

Suitable for PL70r, PL75mc, PL80

Signal Cone Set (Set of 2)
Transforms pocket light into a widely visible 
signalling device

Colours: red, white

Suitable for PL70r, PL75mc, PL80

Create a red, blue, yellow or green signal by 
using optional colour filter set with white cone

Optional accessories include:

XL8000r
Includes: rechargeable batteries, charger and 
charging cable (allows recharge without removing 
battery), shoulder carry strap, fastening rings, cased

310mm length, 820g

Light Holder  
(for bike)
Allows pocket light to mount 
on a bike, made of special 
rubber and folds around 
25mm diameter tube

Suitable for SL66r, PL60, 
PL60RS, PL70r, PL75mc & 
Walther TGS light series

Light Holder (for tripod)
Allows variety of lights to mount on a tripod (1/4" 
thread connection), quick and easy clamp mounting, 
made of lightweight, high-quality synthetic material

Suitable for SL66r, PL60, PL60RS, PL70r, PL75mc, 
PL80, HL series & XL series

LIGHTS

GL1500r and Power Bank
Power Bank - attach USB cable to recharge 
mobile phones and tablets

Includes: rechargeable batteries, charger,  
USB charging cable (allows recharge  
without removing battery)

200mm length, 484g
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Multi Tac Knife
One-handed opening knife with assist and liner lock

18 functions including pliers, scissors, bottle opener, screwdriver, swing-out 
bit holder & 9 bits, glass breaker, 12C27 Sandvik stainless steel blade

G10 grip with rubber coating, includes pouch, aluminium case

80mm blade length, 195mm overall length, 236g

Survival Knife
Multi functions including 12C27 Sandvik 
stainless steel blade, wood saw, fire starter  
and knife sharpener

Synthetic grip, includes pouch, aluminium case

85mm blade length, 210mm overall length, 304g

Tool Tac
12 functions including fold-out combination pliers with wire cutter, 
wood saw, bottle opener, screwdriver (regular and Phillips), seat belt 
cutter, double-edged file and 12C27 Sandvik stainless steel knife blade

G10 grip with rubber coating, includes pouch, aluminium case

Small: 40mm blade length, 70mm overall length, 78g

Medium: 57mm blade length, 157mm overall length, 187g

MULTI-TOOLS

Shared specs on 
Walther Pro knives:
12C27 Sandvik stainless steel blade*

G10 grip with rubber coating*

Includes: pouch, aluminium case

Rescue Knife  
(Yellow or Black)
One-handed opening knife with assist and liner lock

Extendable seat belt cutter

Glass breaker

90mm blade length, 218mm overall length, 208g

Black Tac Knife
One-handed opening knife with assist and liner lock

Glass breaker

87mm blade length, 209mm overall length, 190g

Black Tac Tanto Knife
One-handed opening knife with assist and liner lock

Glass breaker

87mm blade length, 209mm overall length, 190g

*Except Ceramic knife

Ceramic Knife
Two-handed opening knife with back lock

High-tech ceramic blade and synthetic grip

66mm blade length, 164mm overall length, 92g

Fixed Blade Knife
Rugged utility knife with full tang that is as thick 
as the blade

109mm blade length, 235mm overall length, 254g

Traditional Folding Knife
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

78mm blade length, 177mm overall length, 126g

KNIVES

KNIVES

Traditional Folder Wood 2 Knife
Two-handed opening knife with back lock

AUS 8 stainless steel blade, ebony wood grip, includes 
leather belt holster

92mm blade length, 225mm overall length, 232g

Traditional Folder Wood 1 Knife
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

AUS 8 stainless steel blade, zebra wood grip, includes 
leather belt holster

92mm blade length, 225mm overall length, 232g

Adventure Folder Wood Knife
Two-handed opening knife with back lock

AUS 8 stainless steel blade, matt walnut grip, includes 
leather holster

102mm blade length, 240mm overall length, 203g

Traditional Folding Knife 2
Two-handed opening knife with back lock

G10 grip with rubber coating

68mm blade length, 162mm overall length, 94g

Micro PPQ Knife
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock, no pouch

48mm blade length, 110mm overall length, 27g

Outdoor Survival Knife 2
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

G10 grip with rubber coating

105mm blade length, 240mm overall length, 245g

Every Day Knife
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

G10 grip with rubber coating

75mm blade length, 182mm overall length, 91.5g

Slim Pocket Knife
Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

Black coated 440C steel blade, metal grip

64mm blade length, 152mm overall length, 93g

Neck Folding Knife
With framelock, black coated 440C steel blade

Metal grip, black paracord necklace, includes sheath

40mm blade length, 111mm overall length, 75g

Shared specs on 
Walther knives:
440 stainless steel blade*

Synthetic grip*

Includes: pouch*

*Except where indicated

Gun Care Series
Gun Care 
Expert Series

Gun Care
Lubricant, solvent and rust inhibitor all in one

Use on metal, wood and plastic

Gun Care available in: Oil (50ml), Spray (50ml, 100ml, 200ml)

Gun Care Expert available in: Oil (50ml), Spray (50ml) 
Can be used at temperatures from −50° to +210° C

Gun Cloth Set contains 10 packs of 2 cloths (1 x gun & 1 x hand)

GUN CARE

Gun Cloth & 
Hand Cloth Set
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Multi Functional Axe
Black coated carbon steel (that you can easily 
sharpen) with a broad end at the back, for using 
as a hammer and splitting firewood

Synthetic grip, includes sheath with belt loop

123mm blade length, 365mm overall length, 875g

Compact knife sharpener
Two different cutting angles: one for kitchen, 
one for hunting and outdoor knives

Two different sharpening inserts: carbide for 
basic sharpening, ceramic for polishing and 
restoring

Ceramic knife sharpener
Ceramic bars are arranged in a V-shape so the 
correct sharpening angle is always achieved

Tough plastic casing with anti-slip feet

Hunting Knife Set
Rugged nylon sheath contains two knives and a saw, each 
featuring 440 stainless steel blades and hard rubber grips

Large knife: 115mm blade length, 233mm overall length

Small knife: 85mm blade length, 190mm overall length

Compact saw: 64mm blade length, 146mm overall length

Machtac 3 Machete
Extra-large 420 stainless steel coated blade

Straight blade for two-hand-use

Synthetic grip, includes rugged nylon sheath

473mm blade length, 767mm overall length, 1465g

Machtac 2 Machete
440 stainless steel blade

Synthetic grip, includes sheath

380mm blade length, 530mm overall length, 609g

Machtac 1 Machete
440 stainless steel blade

Synthetic grip, includes sheath

402mm blade length, 550mm overall length, 750g

Tomahawk
Black coated 420 stainless steel blade

Durable nylon handle is resistant to weather and 
extreme temperatures

Includes pouch with belt loop

123mm blade length, 420mm overall length, 732g

TOOLS

Shared specs on 
Walther knives:
440 stainless steel blade

Synthetic grip*

Includes: pouch*

Rescue Knife  
(Yellow or Black)
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist 
and liner lock

Glass breaker, synthetic grip with fluorescent inlays

95mm blade length, 223mm overall length, 162g

Sub Companion Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided 
assist and liner lock

70mm blade length, 173mm overall length, 77g

Black Tac Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock

Glass breaker, aluminium grip

85mm blade length, 199mm overall length, 164g

PPQ Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock

95mm blade length, 223mm overall length, 140g

PPQ Tanto Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist 
and liner lock

95mm blade length, 223mm overall length, 140g

P99 Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock

Interchangeable grip backstraps

94mm blade length, 223mm overall length, 170g

X-large Tactical Knife
Fixed blade, 440C stainless steel blade, rubber grip, Kydex sheath

210mm blade length, 372mm overall length, 601g

P38 Knife
Fixed blade, includes leather pouch

135mm blade length, 260mm overall length, 286g

P99 Tactical Knife
Fixed blade, rubber grip, includes nylon sheath

150mm blade length, 275mm overall length, 270g

KNIVES

*Except where indicated

Black Tac Knife 2
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock

Glass breaker

85mm blade length, 205mm overall length, 149g

Multi Tac Knife 2
A combination of tactical knife and tool

One-handed opening knife with assist and liner lock

Handle contains the multi-function tool, consisting 
of pliers, bottle opener, can opener, screwdriver 
and swing-out bit holder & 9 bits

Black coated 440C stainless steel blade, synthetic 
grip, includes pouch

80mm blade length, 198mm overall length, 215g

Back Up Knife
Fixed blade, includes adjustable hardcover sheath

105mm blade length, 210mm overall length, 129g

Outdoor Survival Knife 1
Fixed blade, includes nylon sheath with MOLLE 
and belt loop

147mm blade length, 280mm overall length, 290g

Fixed Tool Knife
Fixed blade with full tang, includes nylon sheath

G10 grip with walnut inlays, belt cutter, bottle opener

110mm blade length, 250mm overall length, 360g
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EF102 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist and liner lock, 
420 stainless steel blade, aluminium and G10 grip

Belt cutter, glass breaker

83mm blade length, 210mm overall length, 191g

EF103 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided 
assist and liner lock, 420 stainless steel blade, 
aluminium and G10 grip

70mm blade length, 165mm overall length, 73gEF126 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with two flippers and 
liner lock, aluminium grip

104mm blade length, 230mm overall length, 109g

EF133 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock, Micarta grip

87mm blade length, 203mm overall length, 126g

EF141 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist 
and liner lock

86mm blade length, 212mm overall length, 187g

EF144 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist, 
flipper and liner lock

90mm blade length, 210mm overall length, 170g

EF145 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with assist and liner 
lock

90mm blade length, 215mm overall length, 120g

EF146 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with large thumbhole 
and liner lock, aluminium grip

85mm blade length, 180mm overall length, 74g

EF147 Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with large thumbhole 
and liner lock, metal grip

56mm blade length, 150mm overall length, 68g

EF710 Fixed Blade
Rugged utility knife with full tang

Nylon sheath, no belt clip

107mm blade length, 230mm overall length, 210g

EF703 Survival Kit
Rugged survival knife with full tang

Black coated 440C stainless steel blade, synthetic 
grip, fire starter, sharpener, belt cutter, includes 
multi-functional nylon sheath

87mm blade length, 200mm overall length, 143g

EF712 Machete
440 stainless steel blade with saw, synthetic grip, 
includes sheath

440mm blade length, 610mm overall length, 1045g

EF801 Tactical Hammer
Black coated 420 stainless steel, synthetic grip, 
includes sheath with belt loop

491mm overall length, 822g

EF802 Shovel
Black coated 420 stainless steel, 
sharpened and serrated sections, 
supporting edge for use with foot, 
synthetic grip, includes sheath with 
belt loop

480mm overall length, 990g

EF804 Folding Shovel
Black coated 420 stainless steel, 
serrated sections, metal grip, includes 
sheath with belt loop

190mm overall length (folded),  
460mm overall length (extended), 
704g

TOOLSKNIVES

Shared specs on 
Elite Force knives:
440 stainless steel blade*

Synthetic grip*

Includes: belt clip*

*Except where indicated
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ODL Fixed Blade Knife
Rugged utility knife with full tang

Black coated 420 stainless steel blade, synthetic grip, 
lanyard hole, includes nylon sheath

110mm blade length, 235mm overall length, 182g

Shared specs on 
TGS lights:
Cree LED

High-quality aluminium body

Two Light Output settings - 100%, 10% + 
strobe (except TGS 10)

Multi Battery System allows for a variety 
of battery types (except TGS 10)

Dual switch for separate activation (TGS 
60 & TGS 80 only)

Includes: batteries, lanyard, tactical 
rubber ring, replacement seals, belt clip 
(except TGS 10)

Made and tested according to ANSI FL1 
(American National Standards Institute)

ODL Folding Knife
One-handed opening knife with dual-sided assist and 
liner lock

Black coated 420 stainless steel blade, synthetic grip, 
lanyard hole, includes pouch

93mm blade length, 220mm overall length, 165g

Ancho Fixed Blade Knife 
(Orange, Black or Green)
Rugged all purpose knife

420 stainless steel blade, non-slip synthetic grip, 
includes hard cover nylon sheath with belt clip

109mm blade length, 241mm overall length, 134g

T1 Multi Tool
14 functions including 420 stainless steel knife, 
screwdrivers, fold-out pliers with wire cutter, 
bottle opener, file, includes pouch

35mm blade length, 106mm overall length, 94g

T2 Multi Tool
12 functions including 420 stainless steel knife, 
screwdrivers, fold-out pliers with wire cutter, 
bottle opener, file, includes pouch

60mm blade length, 163mm overall length, 120g

ODL Multi Tool
A combination of knife and tool

Two-handed opening knife with liner lock

Saw, scissors, can opener, glass-breaker, 420 stainless 
steel blade, synthetic grip, includes pouch

75mm blade length, 176mm overall length, 135g

ODL Axe
Black coated carbon steel (that you can easily 
sharpen) with a broad end at the back, for using 
as a hammer and splitting firewood

Synthetic grip, lanyard hole, includes sheath

117mm blade length, 370mm overall length, 908g

ODL Foldable Saw
Foldable pocket saw, 65 MN steel, synthetic grip, 
lanyard hole, includes sheath

210mm overall length (folded), 470mm overall 
length (extended), 272g

KNIVES

TOOLS

SLS210 pocket/bore light
130 lumens, Cree XM LED, anodised aircraft 
aluminium, 131mm length, 38g

Two Light Output settings - 100%, 10%

Includes: belt clip, 2 bore light extensions -  
1 straight and 1 curved, 2 x AAA batteries

LIGHTS

TGS 10
IPX 7 water-resistant rating

99mm length, 74g

TGS 20
IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m

126mm length, 92g

TGS 40
IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m

143mm length, 113g

TGS 60
IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m

143mm length, 113g

TGS 80
IPX 8 rated - waterproof up to 15m

194mm length, 305g

Optional accessories include:

TGS Short 
Remote Switch
15cm length

IPX 4 water-resistant rating 
when attached

Suitable for TGS 40, TGS 60

TGS Long 
Remote Switch
25-50cm length

IPX 4 water-resistant rating 
when attached

Suitable for TGS 40, TGS 60

TGS Long Remote Switch 
(with mode function)
25-50cm length

IPX 4 water-resistant rating when attached

Suitable for TGS 40, TGS 60

TGS Colour Filter Set 
(Set of 3)
Colours: red, blue and green

Suitable for TGS 40, TGS 60



Specifications and terms included in this catalogue are subject to change without notice. While Frontier Arms Co Pty Ltd attempts to provide accurate information 
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